Appendix 3. List of books, compiled in 1857, held by the Edinburgh Veterinary Medical Society in its Clyde Street Veterinary College library. (In ERA, the Edinburgh Research Archive, the University of Edinburgh.)

Compiled from the information in the Printed Catalogue (1857) of the Veterinary Medical Society [as listed here in the square brackets]. Those books that appeared to have been accessible locally in Edinburgh are designated {EUL} = Edinburgh University Library, and, {NLS} = National Library of Scotland.

Abercrombie, John (1780-1844). Pathological and practical researches on diseases of the stomach, the intestinal canal, the liver, and other viscera of the abdomen. Edinburgh, 1828. [1. Abercrombie on Diseases of the Stomach.]
{EUL: NLS}

{EUL: NLS}

Agassiz, Louis Jean Rodolphe (1807-1873); Gould, Augustus Addison; Wright, Thomas (editor). Outlines of comparative physiology. London, 1851. [3. Agassiz’s Comparative Physiology.]
{EUL: NLS}

{EUL: NLS}

{EUL}

{Edinburgh, 1844, EUL: NLS}

Alken, Henry Thomas (fl. 1816-1831). The beauties and defects in the figure of the horse comparatively delineated ... in a series of coloured plates. London, 1816. [8. Atken on the Beauties of the Horse.]

Alston, Charles (1683-1760). Lectures on the materia medica: containing the natural history of drugs, their virtues and doses: also directions for the study of the materia medica; and an appendix on the method of prescribing. 2 volumes. London, 1770. [4. Alston’s Materia Medica.]
{EUL: NLS}


Apperley, Charles James (1775-1843) [pseudonym: Nimrod]. The chase, the turf, and the road. London, 1837. [221. Nimrod on the Chase, sewed.] {NLS}

Apperley, Charles James (1775-1843) [pseudonym: Nimrod]. The horse and the hound, their various uses and treatment, including practical illustrations in horsemanship and a treatise on horse-dealing. 2nd edition: Edinburgh, 1842. [222. Nimrod on the Horse and Hound.] {EUL: NLS}


NOT FOUND. [15. Bailon’s Practice of Physic.]


Barclay, John (1758-1826). A new anatomical nomenclature, relating to the terms ... expressive of position and aspect in the animal system. Edinburgh, 1803. [17. Barclay’s Anatomical Nomenclature.] {EUL: NLS}

Barlow, George Hilaro (1806-1866) & Babington, James P. (editors). Guy’s Hospital reports. London, 1836-42. (7 volumes) [128. Guy’s Hospital Reports, 1 vol.] {NLS}


Beasley, Henry. The pocket formulary; and synopsis of the British & foreign pharmacopoeias. 3rd edition: London, 1844. [22. Beasley’s Pocket Formulary.] {NLS}

Bell, Benjamin (1749-1806). A treatise on the theory and management of ulcers; with a dissertation on white swellings of the joints. To which is prefixed an essay


Bennett, John Hughes (1812-1875). The pathology and treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis; and on the local medication of pharyngeal and laryngeal diseases, frequently mistaken for, or associated with, phthisis. Edinburgh, 1853. [28. Bennet on Pulmonary Tuberculosis.] {EUL: NLS}


Bindley, Charles (1795/96-1859) [pseudonym: Harry Hieover]. Stable talk and table talk, or, spectacles for young sportsmen. London, 1845-1846. [296. Stable Talk and Table Talk.] {EUL: NLS}


Bindley, Charles (1795/96-1859) [pseudonym: Harry Hieover]. The pocket and the stud: or, practical hints for the management of the stable. London, 1848. [249. Pocket and Stud.] {EUL}


Bird, James. The laws of epidemic and contagious diseases: and the importance of preventive medicine. An introductory address to the Epidemiological Society, etc. London, 1854. [30. Bird on Epidemic and Contagious Diseases, sewed.] {NLS}


Blaine, Delabere Pritchett (1770-1845). *Canine pathology; or, a description of the diseases of dogs, nosologically arranged, with their causes, symptoms, and curative treatment; preceded by a sketch of the natural history of the dog; with practical directions on the breeding, rearing, and salutary treatment of these animals. 4th edition.* London, 1832. [35. Blaine on the Dog, 2 copies.] {EUL: NLS}

Blaine, Delabere Pritchett (1770-1845). *The outlines of the veterinary art; or, the principles of medicine, as applied to the structure, functions, and oeconomy, of the horse*. 2nd edition: London, 1816. [33. Blaine’s Veterinary Art.] {EUL}

Blaine, Delabere Pritchett (1770-1845); Mayhew, Edward (1808-1868). *Blaine’s outlines of the veterinary art. Revised and improved by E. Mayhew*. London, 1854. [34. Blaine’s Veterinary Art, by Mayhew, 2 copies.] {EUL: NLS}


Boussingault, Jean Baptiste Joseph Dieudonné (1802-1887); Law, George (translator, editor). *Rural economy, in its relations with chemistry, physics, and meteorology; or an application of the principles of chemistry and physiology to the details of practical farming. Translated, with an introduction and notes by George Law*. 2nd edition, London, 1845. [37. Boussingault’s Rural Economy.] {EUL: NLS}


Brown, George Thomas, Sir (1827-1906). *The teeth of the ox as indicative of age. An explanation of the signs afforded by the incisor-teeth during temporary and permanent dentition*. London, 1854. [40. Brown on the Teeth of the Ox, 2 copies.] {NLS}


Buff, Heinrich (1805-1878); Hofmann, August Wilhelm von (1818-1892) (editor). *Familiar letters on the physics of the Earth.* London, 1851. [42. Buff’s Physics of the Earth.] {EUL: NLS}

Burn, Robert Scott (1825-1901). *Practical ventilation, as applied to public, domestic, and agricultural structures ...* Edinburgh, 1850. [43. Burn on ventilation.] {NLS}

Carpenter, William Benjamin (1813-1885). *A manual of physiology, including physiological anatomy.* London, 1846. [47. Carpenter’s manual of Physiology, 2 copies.] {EUL: NLS}


Carpue, Joseph Constantine (1764-1846). *A description of the muscles of the human body, as they appear on dissection; with the synonyma of Cowper, Winslow, Douglas, Albinus, and Innes, and the nomenclature of Dumas ... with prints and maps.* London, 1801. [48. Carpen on the Muscles of the Human Body.] {EUL: NLS}

Celsus, Aulus Cornelius; Grieve, James (d. 1773) (translator). [*De Medicina.*] Of medicine, in eight books. London, 1756. [122. Grieve’s Celsus, 3 copies.] {EUL: NLS}


Cherry, Frederick Clifford (1779-1854). *Broken knees, and their treatment with some account of a new operation ... to which is added, observations on the treatment of horses’ feet, in the stable,* London, 1830. [51. Cherry on Broken Knees, in vol. of pamphlets.]


Clark, Bracy (1771-1860). *Hippodonomia; or, the true structure, laws, and economy of the horse's foot. Also Podophthora; or a ... defect in ... the common shoe detected and demonstrated*, ... 2nd edition, London, 1829. [54a. Clark's Tracts on the Horse's Foot.] {EUL: NLS}

Cogswell [Cogswill], Charles (1813-1892). *An experimental essay on the relative physiological and medicinal properties of iodine and its compounds, being the Harveian prize dissertation for 1837*. Edinburgh, 1837. [55. Cogswell on Iodine.] {EUL: NLS}

Combe, Andrew (1797-1847). *The physiology of digestion considered with relation to the principles of dietetics*. 2nd edition: Edinburgh, 1836. [56. Combe on Dietetics, 2 copies.] {EUL: NLS}

Combe, Andrew (1797-1847). *The principles of physiology applied to the preservation of health, and to the improvement of physical and mental education*. ... 3rd edition: Edinburgh, 1835. [57. Combe's Physiology and Constitution of Man.] {EUL: NLS}


Cormack, John Rose, Sir (1815-1882). *Natural history, pathology, and treatment of the epidemic fever at present prevailing in Edinburgh and other towns, ... London, 1843. [64. Cormack on Epidemic Fever.] {EUL: NLS}

Cormack, John Rose, Sir (1815-1882). *Treatise on the chemical, medicinal and physiological properties of creosote, illustrated by experiments on the lower animals, ... Edinburgh, 1836. Harveian prize dissertation, 1836. [63. Cormack on Creosote.] {EUL: NLS}

Cotton, Richard Payne (1820-1877). *The nature, symptoms, and treatment of consumption: being the essay to which was awarded the Fothergillian gold
medal of the Medical Society of London. London, 1852. [65. Cotton on Consumption.] {EUL: NLS}

Craigie, David (1793-1866). *Elements of general and pathological anatomy.*
Edinburgh, 1828. [66. Craigie’s Anatomy.] {EUL: NLS}

Craigie, David (1793-1866). *Elements of the practice of physic, presenting a view of the present state of special pathology and therapeutics.* 2 volumes.
Edinburgh, 1836-40. [67. Craigie’s Practice of Physic, 2 vols.] {EUL: NLS}

Cullen, William (1710-1790). *First lines on the practice of physic ...* 2 volumes.
Edinburgh, 1810. [15. Bailon’s Practice of Physic.] {Edinburgh, 1816, EUL: NLS}


Cuvier, Georges Léopold Chrétien Frédéric Dagobert de; baron (1769-1832). *The animal kingdom.* London, 1827. [69. Cuvier’s Animal Kingdom, 1 vol.] {EUL: NLS}

Cuvier, Georges Léopold Chrétien Frédéric Dagobert de; baron (1769-1832). *The animal kingdom, arranged in conformity with its organization.* 15 volumes.
London, 1827-32. [70. Cuvier’s Animal Kingdom, 5 parts.] {EUL: NLS}

Cuvier, Georges Léopold Chrétien Frédéric Dagobert de; baron (1769-1832). *Anatomie comparée.* Paris, 1850. [Cuvier’s Comparative Anatomy, 2 vols.]


Davidson, William. *A treatise on diet, comprising the natural history, properties, composition, adulterations and uses of the vegetables, animals, fishes, &c., used as food.* London, 1843. [73. Davidson on Diet.] {EUL}

Davies, Thomas (1792-1839). *Lectures on the diseases of the lungs and heart.* London, 1835. [74. Davis on Diseases of the Lungs.] {EUL: NLS}


Dick, William (1793-1866). ‘On cholera in domesticated animals.’ *Veterinarian,* 1833, VI, 207-226. [76. Dick (Professor) on Cholera in Domestic Animals.] {EUL}


Dickson, James; cattle dealer. *The breeding and economy of live stock, being the result of forty years’ practical experience in the management and disposal of cattle, horses, sheep, and pigs.* Edinburgh, 1851. [78. Dickson on Live Stock.] {EUL: NLS}
Dickson, R. W. Practical agriculture: or, a complete system of modern husbandry: with the methods of planting, and the management of live stock.


London, 1855. [80. Dixon on the Eye.] {EUL: NLS}

Draper, John William (1811-1882). Human physiology, statical and dynamical; or the conditions and course of the life of man.
London, 1856. [81a. Draper’s Human Physiology.] {EUL}


Dublin dissector, or manual of anatomy ... by a Member of the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland. 3rd edition: Dublin, 1831. [81. Dublin Dissector, 2 vols., 2 copies.] {EUL}


Dun, Finlay (1830-1897). Veterinary medicines: their actions and uses. Edinburgh, 1854. [83. Dun’s Veterinary Medicine, 2 copies.] {EUL: NLS}

Duncan, Andrew (1744-1828). Heads of lectures on the institutions of medicine.

Dunglison, Robley (1798-1869). Human physiology; illustrated by engravings. 2 volumes, 2nd edition: Philadelphia, 1836. [87. Dunglison’s Human Physiology, 2 vols.] {EUL}


Ellis, George Viner. (1812-1900). Demonstrations of anatomy: being a guide to the dissection of the human body. London, 1840. [90. Ellis’ Demonstrations of Anatomy.] {EUL: NLS}

Erichsen, John Eric, Sir (1818-1896) (editor). Observations on aneurism selected from the works of the principal writers on that disease from the earliest periods to the close of the last century. London, 1844. [91. Erichsen on Aneurism.] {EUL}

Erichsen, John Eric, Sir (1818-1896). The science and art of surgery, ... London, 1853. [92. Erichsen’s Science and Art of Surgery.] {EUL: NLS}
Etherington, George F. *Vivisection investigated and vindicated*. Edinburgh, 1842. [93. Etherington on Vivisection.] {EUL: NLS}

Feuchtersleben, Ernst von; baron (1806-1849); Lloyd, H. E. (translator); Babington, B. G. (revisor, editor). *The principles of medical psychology: being the outlines of a course of lectures*. London, 1847. [94. Feuchtersleben’s Medical Psychology.] {EUL}


Gairdner, William Tennant, Sir (1824-1907). *Contributions to the pathology of the kidney*. Monthly Journal of Medical Science, 1848, 2(22), 715-723; 1848, 2(23) 795-813;1848, 2(24), 860-865; 1848, 3(25), 14-21; AND 1848, 3(26), 96-109. [98. Gairdner on the Kidneys.] {EUL NLS}


NOT FOUND Gamgee, John (1831-1894). [107a. Gamgee’s (John) Volume of Pamphlets.]

Gamgee, John (1831-1894). *On the study of veterinary medicine, being an inaugural address at the opening of the Edinburgh New Veterinary School*. Edinburgh, 1857. [107. Gamgee’s (John) Inaugural Lecture on Veterinary Education, 4 copies.] {NLS}

Gamgee, Joseph Sampson (1828-1886). An Inquiry into reasons why the horse rarely vomits. London Journal of Medicine, 1852, 4(42), 549-564. [100. Gamgee, Joseph on Aloes and Enemata in the Horse.] {EUL: NLS}


NOT FOUND. Gamgee, Joseph Sampson (1828-1886). [105. Gamgee’s J. S. Pamphlets.]
Gamgee, Joseph Sampson (1828-1886). *On the advantages of the starched apparatus in the treatment of fractures and diseases of the joints, being the first part of an essay to which the Council of University College have awarded the Liston clinical medal.* London, 1853. [101. Gamgee, Joseph Samson, on the Advantages of the Strached Apparatus.] {NLS}


Goodsir, John (1814-1867). *Anatomical and pathological observations.* Edinburgh, 1845. [112. Goodsir’s Anatomical and Pathological Observations.] {EUL: NLS}


Granville, Augustus Bozzi (1783-1872). *A report on the practice of midwifery at the Westminster General Dispensary during 1818; including new classifications of labors, abortions, female complaints, and the diseases of children; and the probabilities of abortion taking place at different periods of pregnancy ... with select cases and formulae.* London, 1819. [116. Granville on Abortion.]


Grove, John (1815-1895). *Epidemics examined and explained: or, living germs proved by analogy to be a source of disease*. London, 1850. [124. Grove on Epidemic.] {EUL: NLS}


Guthrie, George James (1785-1856). *On diseases and injuries of arteries, with the operations required for their cure; being the substance of lectures delivered ... 1829*. London, 1830. [127. Guthrie on Diseases and Injuries of Arteries.] {EUL}


Harvey, Alexander (1811-1889). *On a remarkable effect of cross-breeding.* Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, 1851, 75(187), 479-482. [137. Harvey on Cross-Breeding, sewed.] {EUL: NLS}


Haycock, William (1818-1872). *Contributions to the pathology and practice of veterinary medicine, originally contributed to the Veterinarian, during the years 1849, 1850, ...* Huddersfield, 1850. [141. Haycock’s Contributions to Veterinary Pathology.] {EUL}

Haycock, William (1818-1872). *Elements of veterinary homoeopathy ... or, a treatise on the diseases of the horse and cow; with remarks on the general management and principal diseases incidental to the sheep and dog.* London & Huddersfield, 1852. [142. Haycock’s Veterinary Homoeopathy, 3 copies.] {EUL: NLS}


Holden, Luther (1815-1905); Langton, John (d. 1910) (editor). *Human osteology: comprising a description of the bones, with delineations of the attachments of the muscles ...* London, 1855. [146. Holden’s Dissector.] {EUL: NLS}


Horlock, Knightley William (1802-1882) [pseudonym: Scrutator]. *Horses and hounds; a practical treatise on their management.* London, 1855. [150. Horses and Hounds.] {EUL: NLS}


Howard, Robert (1812?-1854). *A treatise on salt, showing its hurtfull effects on the body and mind of man, and on animals ... As taught by the ancient Egyptian priests and wise men in accordance with the author’s experience.* London, 1850. NLS: ALSO: *Salt, the forbidden fruit, or food; and the chief cause of diseases of the body and mind of man, and of animals; as taught by the ancient Egyptian priests and wise men, and by scripture.* 4th edition: London, 1851. [152. Howard on Salt, sewed.] {EUL: NLS}

*The Illustrated Magazine.* London, 1856- ... [154. Illustrated Magazine, 4 vols.] {NLS}


Jourdan, Antoine Jacques Louis (1788-1848); Tiedemann, Friedrich (1781-1861) (translator). *The anatomy of the foetal brain, with a comparative exposition of its structure in animals*. Edinburgh, 1826. [311. Tiedemann's Anatomy of the Foetal Brain.] {EUL}

Kane, Robert John, Sir (1809-1890). *Elements of chemistry: including the most recent discoveries and applications of the science to medicine and pharmacy, and to the arts. Illustrated by ... woodcuts*. Dublin, 1841. [283. Sir R. Kane's Elements of Chemistry.] {EUL}


*Chemical technology, or chemistry applied to the arts and to manufactures.*  

{EUL: NLS}


Latham, Peter Mere (1789-1875). *Lectures on subjects connected with clinical medicine, comprising diseases of the heart.* 2 volumes. London, 1845-46. [174. Latham on Diseases of the Heart, 2 vols.] {EUL}

Latta, James. *A practical system of surgery.* 3 volumes, Edinburgh, 1793. [175. Latta’s Surgery, 3 vols.] {EUL: NLS}

Lawrence, John (1753-1839) [pseudonym: Bonington Moubray]. *A practical treatise on breeding, rearing and fattening all kinds of domestic poultry, pheasants, pigeons and rabbits, including an ... account of the Egyptian method of hatching eggs by artificial heat.* 3rd edition: London, 1819. [208. Mowbray on Poultry.] {EUL: NLS}

Lawrence, John (1753-1839). *The history and delineation of the horse, in all its varieties ...* London, 1809. {EUL NLS} OR: *The horse in all his varieties and uses; ... London, 1829. [See also two books on the horse by Richard Lawrence, veterinary surgeon, (active 1792-1818).] [177. Lawrence on the Horse.] {NLS}


Laycock, Thomas (1812-1876). *Lectures on the principles and methods of medical observations and research, for the use of advanced students and junior practitioners.* Edinburgh, 1856. [177a. Laycock’s Medical Observations.] {EUL}

Leblanc, Urbain (1796-1870). *Anatomie chirurgicale des principaux animaux domestiques; ou recueil de trente planches représentant, 1. L’anatomie des régions du cheval, du boeuf, du mouton, du cochon, sur lesquelles on pratique les opérations les plus graves. 2. Les divers états des dents du cheval ... 3. Les*


Lizars, John (1787?-1860). A system of practical surgery, including all the recent discoveries and operations. 2nd edition: Edinburgh, 1847. [185. Lizar's Practice of Surgery.]


Lizars, John (1787?-1860). Practical observations on the use and abuse of tobacco: greatly enlarged from the original communication on the effects of tobacco smoking which appeared in Medical Times and Gazette, August 5, 1854, Edinburgh, 1854. [184. Lizars on the Use and Abuse of Tobacco, sewed.] {EUL: NLS}


Low, David (1786-1859). Elements of practical agriculture, comprehending the cultivation of plants, the husbandry of the domestic animals and the economy of the farm. Edinburgh, 1834. [190. Low's Practical Agriculture.] {EUL: NLS}

Low, David (1786-1859). On the domesticated animals of the British Islands: comprehending the natural and economical history of species and varieties; the description of the properties of external form, and observations on the principles and practice of breeding. Edinburgh, 1845. [253. Professor Low on Domesticated Animals.] {EUL: NLS}


Madden, William Herries (-1883). *An experimental inquiry into the physiology of cutaneous absorption, and its application to therapeutics*. Edinburgh, 1838. [192. Madden on Cutaneous Absorption.] {EUL}


Mayhew, Edward (1813-1868). *The horse’s mouth, shewing the age by the teeth. Containing a full description of the periods when the teeth are cut; the appearances they present; the tricks to which they are liable and the diseases to which they are subject*. London, [1800]. [196. Mayhew on the Horse’s Teeth, 2 copies.] {EUL}


Miller, James (1812-1864). *Medical missions: an address to students, introductory to a course of lectures on this subject*. Edinburgh, 1849. [201. Miller on Medical Missions, sewed.] {EUL: NLS}

Miller, James (1812-1864). *Surgical experience of chloroform*. Edinburgh, 1848. [203. Miller on Chloroform, sewed.] {EUL: NLS}


Mohr, Francis [Franz]; Redwood, Theophilus. *Practical pharmacy: the arrangements, apparatus and manipulations of the pharmaceutical shop and laboratory*. London, 1849. [204. Mohr and Redwood’s Practical Pharmacy.] {EUL: NLS}


Monro, Alexander; tertius (1733-1817). *Outlines of the anatomy of the human body, in its sound and diseased state*. 4 volumes. Edinburgh, 1813. {EUL: NLS}
AND Elements of the anatomy of the human body, ... 2 volumes, Edinburgh, 1825. [212. Munro's Anatomy, 3 vols.] {EUL}

Monro, Alexander; tertius (1733-1817); Hamilton, William, Sir. The anatomy of the brain, with some observations on its functions. To which is prefixed an account of experiments on the weight and relative proportions of the brain, cerebellum, and tuber annulare, in man and animals ... by Sir William Hamilton, Bart. Edinburgh, 1831. [214. Munro on the Brain.] {EUL}


Morton, William John Thomas (1800-1868). A veterinary toxicological chart containing those agents which are known to cause death in the horse and other domesticated animals; with the symptoms, antidotes, action on the tissues, and tests. London, 1840. [206. Morton's Toxicological Chart.] {NLS}


Neal see Wedl, Carl (1815-1891)


Noble, Daniel (1810-1885). *The brain and its physiology; a critical disquisition of the methods of determining the relations subsisting between the structure and functions of the encephalon.* London, 1846. [226. Noble on the Brain.] {EUL: NLS}

Oesterlen, Friedrich (1812-1877); Whitley, G. (translator). *[Medicinische Logik.]* *Medical logic.* London, 1855. [230. Oesterlin’s Medical Logic.] {EUL}


Paget, James, Sir (1814-1899). *Lectures on surgical pathology,* ... 2 volumes, London, 1853. 231. Paget’s Surgical Pathology, 2 vols.] {EUL: NLS}

Peall, Thomas ( -1825). *Observations, chiefly practical, on some of the more common diseases of the horse: together with remarks upon the general articles of diet, and the ordinary stable management of that animal.* Cork, 1814. [235. Peal’s Hippopathology.] {EUL}

Percivall, William (1793-1854). *Hippopathology; a treatise on the disorders and lamenesses of the horse; with their methods of cure.* 4 volumes. London, 1834-49. [240. Percivall’s Hippopathology, 4 vols., 3 copies.] {NLS}

Percivall, William (1793-1854). *Diseases of the chest and air-passages of the horse: being volume 2, part 1 of: Hippopathology: a systematic treatise on the
disorders and lamenesses of the horse; ... London, 1853. [238. Percivall's Diseases of the Chest and Air-Passages, vol. 2, part I., 2 copies.] {EUL: NLS}

Percivall, William (1793-1854). The diseases of the digestive organs of the horse, including those of his urinary and generative systems: being volume 2, part 2 of:6Hippopathology: a systematic treatise on the disorders and lamenesses of the horse. ... London, 1855. [239. Percivall on Diseases of the Organs of Digestion in the Horse, vol. 2, part II., 2 copies.] {EUL: NLS}


Percy, John (1817-1889). Prize thesis. An experimental inquiry concerning the presence of alcohol in the ventricles of the brain after poisoning by that liquid; together with experiments, illustrative of the physiological action of alcohol: for which a gold medal was awarded by the Medical Faculty of the University of Edinburgh. London, 1839. [242. Percy on Alcohol in the Brain.] {EUL}


Quain, Jones (1796-1865); Sharpey, W. (editor); Ellis, G. V. (editor). The elements of anatomy. 6th edition. 3 volumes. London, 1856. [255. Quain’s Anatomy, 3 vols.] {EUL: NLS}

Quain, Jones (1796-1865); Sharpey, W. (editor); Ellis, G. V. (editor). The elements of anatomy. 3 volumes, 6th edition, London, 1856. [255a. Quain’s Anatomy, last Edition.] {EUL: NLS}


Quekett, John Thomas (1815-1861). Lectures on histology, delivered at the Royal College of Surgeons of England. Elementary tissues of plants and animals.
Illustrated by woodcuts. 2 volumes. London, 1852-54. [257. Quekett’s Lectures on Histology, 2 vols.] {EUL: NLS}


Reid, David Boswell; the elder (1805-1863). Elements of practical chemistry, comprising a series of experiments in every department of chemistry. Edinburgh, 1830. [262. Reid’s Practical Chemistry.] {EUL: NLS}

Reid, David Boswell; the elder (1805-1863). Text-book for students of chemistry: containing a condensed view of the facts and principles of the science ... enlarged and revised. 2nd edition: Edinburgh, 1836. [261. Reid’s Chemical Text-Book.] {EUL: NLS}

Reid, John (1809-1849). Physiological, anatomical and pathological researches. Edinburgh, 1848. [263. Reid’s Physiological Researches.] {EUL: NLS}

Richardson, H. D. Dogs; their origin and varieties, directions as to their general management, and simple instructions as to their treatment under disease. Dublin, 1847. [264. Richardson on Dogs, sewed.] {EUL}

Richardson, H. D. Pigs; their origin and varieties, management with a view to profit, and treatment under disease; also plain directions relative to curing. Dublin, 1847. [265. Richardson on Pigs, sewed.] {EUL}


Roper, William. On the nature and management of the horse in health and disease ... London, 1844. OR: The horse: its habits, diseases and management in the stable, and on the road; with advice to purchasers. New York, 1846.: [34 other possible titles!] [194. Management of the Horse, sewed.] {EUL: NLS}


Schwann, Theodor (1810-1882); Schleiden, Matthias Jacob (1804-1881); Smith, Henry (translator). *Microscopical researches into the accordance in the structure and growth of animals and plants.* London, 1847. [198. Microscopical Researches of Schwann and Schleiden, with plates.] {EUL: NLS}

Scrutator [pseudonym, see: Horlock, Knightley William (1802-1882)].


Simonds, James Beart (1810-1904). *A practical treatise of variola ovina, or small pox in sheep containing the history of its recent introduction into England; with the progress, symptoms, and treatment of the disease, also the experiments instituted to ascertain its peculiar features and the best means to avert its fatal consequences.* London, 1848. [275. Simmonds on the Variola Ovina.] {EUL: NLS}

Simonds, James Beart (1810-1904). *The age of the ox, sheep, and pig; being the substance of 2 lectures.* London, 1854. [274. Simmonds on the Age of the Ox, Sheep, and Pig, 2 copies.] {NLS}

Simpson, James Young, Sir (1811-1870). *Speech at the Medico-Chirurgical Society relative to homoeopathy.* Edinburgh, 1851. [279. Simpson’s Letter on Homœopathy, sewed.] {EUL}


Skellett, Edward. *A practical treatise on the parturition of the cow or the extraction of the calf, and on the diseases of neat cattle in general, with the most approved methods of treatment, and best forms of prescription adapted to veterinary practice.* 2nd edition: London, 1811. [284. Skellett on Parturition in Cattle, 2 copies.] {EUL}


Solleysel, Jacques Labessie de (1617-1680); Hope, William, Sir (1660-1720) (translator). *The complete horseman, or, Perfect farrier.* Edinburgh, 1696. [244. Perfect Farrier.] {EUL: 3rd edition, London, 1717, NLS}


Taplin, William (1740?-1807). *The gentleman's stable directory; or, modern system of farriery ... added, a supplement*. 15th edition. 2 volumes. London, 1803-05. [305. Taplin's Farriery, 2 vols.] {NLS}


*The Sporting Magazine or Monthly Calendar of the Transactions of the Turf.* London, 1792-1813; 1824-70. [294. Sporting Magazine, 3 vols.] {EUL: NLS}


Todd, Robert Bentley (1809-1860). *Clinical lectures on paralysis, disease of the brain, and other affections of the nervous system.* London, 1854. [314. Tod on the Brain.] {EUL: NLS}

Todd, Robert Bentley (1809-1860); Bowman, William, Sir (1816-1892). *The physiological anatomy and physiology of man.* 2 volumes. London, 1845-56. [312. Tod and Bowman's Physiology.] {EUL: NLS}
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